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Motivation

• We can use Google to find almost anything


• e.g. passages in books or news about a topic


• But what about podcast content?


• 2021: Podcasts are everywhere


• The amount of episodes can easily get overwhelming


• How to decide if an episode is worth a listen?
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Potential Use Cases

• Add to existing search engines


• Teasers for episodes in podcast app


• Voice assistants


• „Hey Siri, play a podcast episode discussing the 2014 world cup“


• „Alexa, please tell me about the new episode of the Joe Rogan Podcast“
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Objective

• TREC 2021 Podcast Track


• 2 tasks:


• Task 1: Fixed-length Segment Retrieval


• Task 2: Summarization
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https://trecpodcasts.github.io



Task 1
Fixed-length Segment Retrieval

• All episodes segmented into 2 minute long segments


• Find relevant segments for a given query


• Additional reranking criteria:


• Entertaining


• Subjective


• Discussion
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Task 2
Summarization

• Given:


•  audio and transcript of a podcast episode


• Generate:


• a short text snippet capturing the most important information in the content


• an audio file selected from the podcast to give a sense of what the podcast 
sounds like
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Dataset
https://podcastsdataset.byspotify.com

• Supplied by Spotify


• ~100,000 episodes


• For each episode:


• Audio file


• Metadata


• Transcript (word error rate: ~18.1%)
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Podcast: Habesha Finance Podcast 
Episode: 45. How to Get Out of Debt [A Step-By-Step Guide] 
Timestamp: 10:00 

Link to episode: https://open.spotify.com/episode/2z3zC4H2e6YDEDfUntcQs4

„you are able to push those aside pay those off and now you have one debt one 
huge debt that you can focus all your energy your time and your money and it 
just makes things a little easier that helps you drive the Focus drive the 
attention on to that one debt. Okay. Now you're motivated now, you're ready to 
start paying down your debts, right? That's awesome. I'm so proud of you. 
Now. You just need a debt payment tool, right? No worries have got that 
covered too. And guess what? It's free. All you have to do is visit the link that 
I'm going to put in the show notes click on it find it and then you'll get access 
to that free debt payment tool and then you'll be on your way to paying off your 
debt becoming debt free and living the life that you deserve. Thank you so 
much for listening. Thank you so much for tuning in again. Please do subscribe 
rate and review this podcast and I hope you all have a wonderful. and 
purposeful week“
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Approach
Retrieval - General

• Indexed using ElasticSearch


• Retrieval model: BM25


• Reranking for the 3 criteria separately:


• Entertaining


• Subjective


• Discussion
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Approaches
Retrieval

1. Text features for reranking


2. Audio features for reranking


3. Combined features for reranking
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Approach
Retrieval - Text

• Train classifier on pre-trained paragraph embeddings


• Classify every snippet for all 3 criteria


• 0 to 1

„you are able to push those aside pay those off and now you have one debt one 
huge debt that you can focus all your energy your time and your money and it 

just makes things a little easier that helps you drive the Focus drive the attention 
on to that one debt. Okay. Now you're motivated now, you're ready to start 

paying down your debts, right? That's awesome. I'm so proud of you. Now. You 
just need a debt payment tool, right? No worries have got that covered too. And 
guess what? It's free. All you have to do is visit the link that I'm going to put in 

the show notes click on it find it and then you'll get access to that free debt 
payment tool and then you'll be on your way to paying off your debt becoming 
debt free and living the life that you deserve. Thank you so much for listening. 

Thank you so much for tuning in again. Please do subscribe rate and review this 
podcast and I hope you all have a wonderful. and purposeful week“

[0.73, -1.42, 0.99, …, -0,12]
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Approach
Retrieval - Audio

• Pre-Train model on podcast audio data to generate embeddings


• COLA (Contrastive learning of general purpose audio representations)


• Unsupervised


• Train classifier on pre-trained embeddings

[0.73, -1.42, 0.99, …, -0,12]

Picture: https://miro.medium.com/max/3580/1*8e2saE05k0QxnAKqMBmhTA.png (24.05.21)

[ Aaqib Saeed, David Grangier, & Neil Zeghidour. (2020). Contrastive Learning of General-Purpose Audio Representations. ]

https://miro.medium.com/max/3580/1*8e2saE05k0QxnAKqMBmhTA.png


Problem: no annotated data
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Manual Annotation

• Using Label Studio (https://labelstud.io/)


• 290 snippets


• Categories:


• Relevance


• Entertaining


• Subjective


• Discussion
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Approach
Summarization

• Extract most relevant sentences using TextRank


• Feed these sentences into state-of-the-art summarization model (BART)


• Generate short summarization


• Leverage the 3 criteria to generate audio clip
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We are a Living Testament how effective and very powerful the debt 
snowball method is now the other popular method of paying down debt is 

the debt Avalanche. 


This method is simple and as you know, I like simple the debt snowball 
method of paying down debt helps you significantly reduce the amount of 

time. 


My wife and I are living examples of how effective the debt snowball 
method can be in becoming debt free in achieving Financial 

Independence Financial Freedom. 


My absolute favorite way of Knocking down debt is the debt snowball. 


Therefore is to pay off debts with the highest interest rates first. 


Smallest debt owed. 


So on this podcast, I'm going to talk to you guys and gals about how to 
get out of debt and my favorite method of getting out of debt. 


And so today I'm going to go through the two different methods of getting 
out of debt and the one that my wife and I used and I will show you I will 

show you how to get Of dead at the very end. 


In fact, I'll tell you right now just go to the link in the show notes and 
there's a step-by-step guide in using the same method the same way that 
my wife and I were able to get out of debt, you know, I am most proud of 
this achievement of not having any Consumer Debt to pay each month as 

we diligently worked to pay off. 


And when I say no time talking about two three four years and that is a 
great feeling to have but first I want you to relax just breathe for a second 
whether you're looking at three thousand dollars thirty thousand dollars or 

three hundred thousand dollars of debt.

Hey there. Have you ever wanted to make your own podcast well anger is the easiest way to make one anger gives you everything you need in one place 
for free which you can use right from your phone or computer creation tools allow you to record and edit your podcast. So it sounds great. They'll even 
distribute your podcast for you. So it can be heard everywhere from Spotify to Apple podcasts to Google podcasts and many more download the anchor 
app or go to Anchor the FM to get started. All right, let's get to the show. Welcome to the habesha finance podcast a podcast dedicated to helping you 
Achieve Financial Independence and overcome your money problems. I met bringing you the education and tools to help you get your life back build 
wealth and make a difference. Hey everyone, Matt here with the have a shot Finance podcast. Thanks so much for tuning in before I get started. If you 
don't mind just go ahead and rate review And subscribe to this podcast on whatever platform you're listening to if you don't mind if you have an iPhone go 
to iTunes go to Apple podcasts and just submit a review five stars, hopefully, but really you reviewing this podcast helps get this message out there and 
helps this podcast grow. So whatever you can do. Would be really really much appreciated. So on this podcast, I'm going to talk to you guys and gals 
about how to get out of debt and my favorite method of getting out of debt. I'm going to touch on two different methods now if we can be honest and think 
about what we would do if we didn't have a car payment or if we didn't have a student loan payment from 10-15 years ago, or maybe that 30-year 
mortgage that we just can't seem to see the end of Of that's ultimately getting in the way of becoming debt-free. What Would You Do What would life be 
for yourself and your family paying debt sucks. All right, there's no other way to say it and it especially sucks. When you have to pay the interest that is 
attached to that debt. And so today I'm going to go through the two different methods of getting out of debt and the one that my wife and I used and I will 
show you I will show you how to get Of dead at the very end. I will tell you where to go. In fact, I'll tell you right now just go to the link in the show notes 
and there's a step-by-step guide in using the same method the same way that my wife and I were able to get out of debt, you know, I am most proud of 
this achievement of not having any Consumer Debt to pay each month as we diligently worked to pay off. My wife's student loan debt that was six figures. 
I have gained a new appreciation. Action for the goal of becoming debt-free. Honestly starting was the hardest part. However, if you follow some of the 
steps that I'm going to lay out you'll be debt free in no time. And when I say no time talking about two three four years and that is a great feeling to have 
but first I want you to relax just breathe for a second whether you're looking at three thousand dollars thirty thousand dollars or three hundred thousand 
dollars of debt. Just take a deep breath and relax. You will get through this no matter how big the hole is that you've dug for yourself. You will get out of it. 
Just do a few things, right and on your last payment for that last bit of debt you owe you will be so thankful that you embarked on this journey of becoming 
debt-free. So let's get to the first method of becoming debt-free. They are so many experts who try to teach you how to get out of debt. My absolute 
favorite way. I'm telling you right now. My absolute favorite way of Knocking down debt is the debt snowball. This method is simple and as you know, I like 
simple the debt snowball method of paying down debt helps you significantly reduce the amount of time. It takes to pay all your debts. You don't have to 
take my word for it. You can read this Harvard study for further proof Link in the show notes. There's also the great advantage of saving a lot of money on 
interest when using the debt snowball method now, Now what I like about the debt snowball method is that it helps you build little victories you get little 
winds you gained momentum after each debt is paid off and benefit psychologically. My wife and I are living examples of how effective the debt snowball 
method can be in becoming debt free in achieving Financial Independence Financial Freedom. So, let's see how the debt snowball method works first. 
You're going to list all your debts. Smallest amount to the largest amount so I'm talking about credit cards student loans, you know mortgage. Whatever 
you have list all your debts the Second Step pay the minimum on all the debts. Okay. Try to get enough income where you can pay the minimum on all the 
debts number three. Once the smallest debt is paid you take that payment that payment that you were giving to the smallest debt and then you add it to 
the next. Smallest debt owed. So if you collect the total amount of all your debts that never changes because what you're doing is you are allocating. You 
are moving how much you paid on the smallest debt over to the next debt the next smallest debt after you've already paid off the smallest debt. So what 
I'm saying is after each debt is paid off you continue to take those payments and add to each remaining debt until you have one large amount to pay off. 
The biggest and last debt that's what makes the debt snowball so effective because you are gaining little victories on your way to that big big victory that 
big big match that you have between you and your final largest debt and we are living proof. We are a Living Testament how effective and very powerful the 
debt snowball method is now the other popular method of paying down debt is the debt Avalanche. The same idea applies here as the debt snowball 
method except you list your debts in order of interest rates highest to lowest the goal. Therefore is to pay off debts with the highest interest rates first. 
Theoretically this method does save you a little more money than the debt snowball way. Usually the difference in savings between the snowball and the 
Avalanche method is not much though. You will have to use a debt payment. Pool as I'm going to introduce to you guys later on this podcast to see what's 
better for you. So the debt Avalanche steps. This is how it goes first you list all your debts highest interest rate to smallest interest rate. Then you pay the 
minimum on all debts. Just like the snowball except on this method you are paying the highest interest rate and working your way down to the smallest 
interest rate interest rate. So number three, once the highest interest rate debt is paid you. Take that payment and then you add it to the Dead with the next 
highest interest rate after each debt is paid off you continue to take those payments and add to each remaining debt until you have one large amount to 
pay off the final debt that had the lowest interest rate. So basically you're trying to knock off those debts that have very very high interest rates because 
you're getting charged theoretically more on those. You know, when you scale everything you're getting Charged more on those debts with the higher 
interest rate than the lower interest rate. Now. What is the best method to becoming debt-free you're going to have to look at your own situation your own 
personal finance goals and decide for yourself, but for me and my wife for my wife, and I I looked at both methods and without a doubt I can say that the 
debt snowball method is the better way. We would have saved a little more with a debt Avalanche but we stayed motivated with the debt snowball. Method 
remember Harvard already confirmed this their conclusion was the same conclusion that I came up with and personally put into action. The debt snowball 
is the best method to becoming debt-free now, why is this because you get small wins? It's like what I said before that keeps you motivated. And as you 
get those small wins at the very end, you have one dead left that you're attacking with a Vengeance you built up all this motivation this In showing you like 
hey, I knocked off this that I can do this you can do this. And that's where we were my wife and I we were there we were looking at each debt, you know, 
we listed all our debts down lowest balance all the way down to the highest balance as we knocked off the lowest balance that gave us so much 
encouragement and that gave us so much like energy and just motivation to keep going to stay focused. And now that we attacked that last student loan 
debt with everything we had we are in such an amazing place right now that I don't know if we would have been able to do that and stay as motivated if we 
were knocking off the highest interest rate because essentially with the dead Avalanche we would have been looking at the largest debt and paying that off 
while still having all those small debts lingering around into me for me. I think that's a little bit of a discouraging feeling, you know, when you're knocking off 
that big debt and you're like, wow, I still have these little dents on the side. Whereas if you're knocking off those little debts, you are able to push those 
aside pay those off and now you have one debt one huge debt that you can focus all your energy your time and your money and it just makes things a little 
easier that helps you drive the Focus drive the attention on to that one debt. Okay. Now you're motivated now, you're ready to start paying down your 
debts, right? That's awesome. I'm so proud of you. Now. You just need a debt payment tool, right? No worries have got that covered too. And guess what? 
It's free. All you have to do is visit the link that I'm going to put in the show notes click on it find it and then you'll get access to that free debt payment tool 
and then you'll be on your way to paying off your debt becoming debt free and living the life that you deserve. Thank you so much for listening. Thank you 
so much for tuning in again. Please do subscribe rate and review this podcast and I hope you all have a wonderful. and purposeful week
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We are a Living Testament how effective and very powerful the debt 
snowball method is now the other popular method of paying down debt is 

the debt Avalanche. 


This method is simple and as you know, I like simple the debt snowball 
method of paying down debt helps you significantly reduce the amount of 

time. 


My wife and I are living examples of how effective the debt snowball 
method can be in becoming debt free in achieving Financial 

Independence Financial Freedom. 


My absolute favorite way of Knocking down debt is the debt snowball. 


Therefore is to pay off debts with the highest interest rates first. 


Smallest debt owed. 


So on this podcast, I'm going to talk to you guys and gals about how to 
get out of debt and my favorite method of getting out of debt. 


And so today I'm going to go through the two different methods of getting 
out of debt and the one that my wife and I used and I will show you I will 

show you how to get Of dead at the very end. 


In fact, I'll tell you right now just go to the link in the show notes and 
there's a step-by-step guide in using the same method the same way that 
my wife and I were able to get out of debt, you know, I am most proud of 
this achievement of not having any Consumer Debt to pay each month as 

we diligently worked to pay off. 


And when I say no time talking about two three four years and that is a 
great feeling to have but first I want you to relax just breathe for a second 
whether you're looking at three thousand dollars thirty thousand dollars or 

three hundred thousand dollars of debt.

 My absolute favorite way of Knocking down debt is the debt snowball. 
Therefore is to pay off debts with the highest interest rates first. Smallest 

debt owed.
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Next steps

• Pre-train embeddings on audio


• Train classifiers on embeddings (audio + text) using our annotated data


• Create more annotations / train classifiers on more data


• Evaluation


• Separate analysis of the 3 criteria


• Prepare runs for TREC challenge
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Questions


